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About This Game

Intro

I don't know of a time without the internet.
Ever since we were born, we've had the net;

the world being connected was simply a matter of fact.

I've never once questioned why keyboards are arranged in QWERTY.
Neither have I wondered how to use a mouse.

Social media feels far more comfortable than a telephone does.

The world is always connected.
The world is always open.
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In the sea of the net, colored by a prism,
they looked up at the sky and declared:

― We are hackers ―

Hacking

Hacking: what other word could be so divisive between society's impressions and the actuality?

The word brings to mind someone furiously typing against a black and white screen, trying to infiltrate the Pentagon.
On the other hand, you have the news reporting information leaks and cyber attacks on a near-constant basis.

So what exactly are hackers, as well as crackers?
As opposed to days long past, where one would attach a virus to an email, how would today's "hacking" compare?

A hacker in the game says:
"The way we see it, this world is so full of holes, it's downright scary."

Nowadays, you could connect to the net with just about any PC out there,
and with just a measly 10 dollars, you can get your hands on some hacking tools and manuals.

The game begins with a hacking contest, "CTF", and shows a slice of their own worlds.

Story

There once was a legendary hacker named "Warlock".
Hiro, who lives his life in a net cafe, is inspired to look into that hacker.

However, as he continues his investigation, a fatal fire accident breaks out at an editorial company -- his source of information.
As he probes further, he finds logs that show that the company's systems were hacked into.

He decides to team up with Misa, another hacker with the same skills as Warlock, as they delve deeper into the incident.

Features

Play in English or Japanese

Kinetic novel - No choices

CG gallery that unlocks upon completion

Scenario by Earu

Character illustration by Kikyo Manose

Beautiful in game music

Background/Design by Tetchen
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cyberrebeat the fifth domain of warfare pc game. descargar cyberrebeat the fifth domain of warfare. cyberrebeat the fifth
domain of warfare

Atmospheric hidden object game with a few easy puzzles thrown in. Built in strategy guide and hint system. Marred by uneven
pacing, slightly padded out.
8/10

Pros:
+ Good, mildly creepy horror atmosphere supported by the music, cutscenes and visuals
+ Entertaining storyline
+ Built-in strategy guide and hint system if you get stuck
+ Some hidden objects are really well hidden

Cons:
- Uneven pacing. The end section was over really quickly with no kind of final challenge or tough puzzle.
- Some of the hidden objects don't look like their description, other hidden objects are really small and were not fun to pixel
hunt for.
- The game forces you to return to the same hidden object scenes again for no reason other than to pad the game out (and
presumably to save resources during development of the game). Works perfectly. The content here is somewhat lacking all told,
but it's so cheap that that's okay. It's a really, ridiculously fun arcade arena slasher and it's one hell of a time sink. It's well worth
$4, and I think I'll probably get around 12-20 hrs of play out of it, which isn't bad at all.. Funny :)
Quiz about pop culture with tentacles.. Now think about a game that is lazy and poorly developed.
Judging by the images and videos you gotta think that it's cool, and in fact it has potential, but once you start to play you'll only
need 15 minutes to realize what you got yourself into.

- First off you can only shoot in 2 directions (left and right). It's like if the developers didn't know if they were going to make a
rpg or a beat'em up, so they just mixed both of the styles. And that doesn't work when you have enemies that comes from all
direction at the same time.

- The interface is horrible. Menus, inventory, map...everything is messed up and hard to navigate, due to no effort put in the
game development.

- The best way to play this game, so far, is by using a joystick. But even then I could not use some of the options in-game, like
the map and potions, for example.

- The game is all about grinding. In order to reach new areas you gotta slowly make your way through hours of boring killing
sessions, or else you'll 1 hit die to any new monster you face.

- The difficult is unbalanced, and you'll die alot, especially from bosses that hits you even when they are offscreen.

- The graphics are good, but the terrain is so full of sh!t that you got blocked whenever you try to run from an enemy. Bottles,
crates, fences, animals...they all have big hitboxes, and work together to make your life miserable.

For me, the game was just waste of content, as they didn't care to polish the game enough to make it good.. Not the best hidden
object game on market, but still very enjoyable, since game is published by Artifex Mundi expected more.
Hidden object mini games sometimes have trouble registering clicks, had to click lot of times to pick up object, was frustrating.
Puzzles could be more challenging, story is not that interesting, but these type of games are never about the story.
Overall Demon Hunter: Chronicles from Beyond is mediocre hidden object game.
. I was entertained for half an hour. Better mechanics and gameplay than FIFA. It needs multiplayer. Despite many glitches and
bugs, this game is actually fun and deserves praise. Worth the $1.50.. A meditation VR experience is a pretty neat idea, which
work along with the VR mediums strength. Unfortunately, the execution is just not good enough.

As in the trailer, each text instruction flies from the background towards you like some VR port of a Powerpoint presentation.
And the font is pretty hard to read too. I misread a sentence and thought that the meditation would clear my "creativitity" ...
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actually, it said "negativity". I love crazy fonts, but here it detracts from the experience.

The landscape is pretty low quality. You are floating in the air, and the proportions are way off. The clouds are constantly
changing form and, like the stars, they are moving too fast, totally spoiling my transcendicity. The grass textures wave back and
forth inconsitingly with they direction the clouds are moving. The sounds of birds doesn't fit the sparse mountain environment,
and there is noise from wind hitting the microphone.

On the positive side, there has been some effort put into making the environment go between day and night. A little buggy, but
it work. Turning the text off makes this a pretty okay place to chill.. Played a single game and logged off to un-install it. LOL
it does play, but it's a BARE BONES game.
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I like the Guilty Gear series but this is a horrible port of one of my least favorite games in the series, glad I only paid $1 for it..
A very hilarious party game to play with friends that's sometimes unfair for certain players, but that's part of the fun. It's a bit
like a physics-based Smash Bros. Has excellent workshop support for near infinite stages.. Amazing game for what it is, think
only selling point for me was because its a furry game. It was entertaining for a day.. If you own anything with Windows 8* I
can't recommend getting it, it is bugged and won't run unless you want to go through the entire process of coding in anti-bug
codes in the files, besides paying $10.00 for a 4 year old game of this caliber is less than ideal, so save yourself the $ and pass..
Played with i5 6600K, GTX 1060, Thrustmaster T300RS wheel. Great performance. I bought this game for $30 from a
legitimate reseller and I think that's a fair price for the game.

It took a bit to warm up to this game. For anybody starting this game from the beginning here are my tips:

-Turn off the narrator and music immediately. Put on your own music, whatever gets you pumped to race.
-Grin and bear it through the first group of tracks. Much better, technical tracks unlock after the first campaign section. The
opening tracks are B-O-R-I-N-G
-Turn off the driving assists. The driving is much more satisfying with full control.

Now my review. I recommend this game overall. It's fun but there are some things I don't like.

Stuff that I like:

-Once you get past the first chunk of boring tracks the majority of the tracks are actually fairly challenging and fun.
-The AI is pretty fun. With all assists turned off they can be tough at times and they feel pretty lively. They'll bump you, they'll
occasionally screw up and slam into walls. They fight each other. It makes the games more random and feels more like playing
live people.
-Being a fan of rally games I like the time attack mode. You race a track as fast as possible and try to place on the leaderboard.
If this game has any longevity it will probably be in this mode, at least for me.
-The locations are varied and they're well rendered.
-The driving is fun. With the assists turned off it's challenging but not so grueling that you'll be spinning out everytime you
oversteer.

The things I don't like about the game:

-We'll let it slide that it didn't release with ultra wide support. They promise this is coming in future patch. But c'mon. It's 2018
and you release a racing game on PC without Ultrawide support? There's clearly a technical reason for this but I'm shocked. 
This is fixed now.
-The narrator and music are terrible. Just awful. The music sounds like the bad electonic tracks I made with acid pro in the early
2000s with loop packs I downloaded for free.
-The audio mix isn't very good. I play my own music in the background and I have to turn it down to about 15% to not
overpower the in game audio. This is with the game audio at 100%.
-This audio mixing, combined with visual cues makes it hard to pay attention while manually shifting. The red line engine rev
needs to be louder combined with a better marker that you're at the limit. It would be nice if the whole speedo lit up BRIGHT
BRIGHT red. Or an indicator near the top center of the screen.
-The multiplayer is DOA. Get this game to play singleplayer. If you expect MP you will be disappointed. This could be helped
by allowing dedicated servers but this will never happen. OR let us start an online game solo with bots and let players drop in.
Drop them right in the game in last place and let them finish the current race.
-Being put back at the main menu after doing a time attack instead of being able to see the leaderboard and restarting if the
same race and config if you want to try again.
-The unlocks, especially the liveries, are completely underwhelming. I don't find myself at all excited to see a new livery
unlocked. At $50 MSRP it would have been great to have lots of customization options like a paint editor and unlockable
stickers. I like stuff like that.
-The masters all look like dudes that will try to sell high school kids beer and pot after each race and then invite themselves to
the party to creep out the girls. Also, there isn't even a token female master.

Now, that is certainly a laundry list of complaints and might make you think that it would earn this game a thumbs down but I'm
giving it a thumbs up because it CAN BE FUN and if the stuff above was fixed it would actually be pretty great.
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At $30 I'm not mad about the game. Asking $50 for this game begs that it be compared to the mega budget AAA titles in the
racing genre like Horizons and Dirt and we'll throw PC2 in there since it has a really great rally cross mode and frankly this
game doesn't quite stack up.. Love the soundtrack gives me shivers every time I listen to it. My summary in 4 sentences:
Don't let the trailer fool you,the game is far less dynamic.The game is worse than some mobile equivalents of the idea.There are
a few levels,a bit hard at times,but easy achievments if you are into that.Don't buy and expect something good.. This game was a
total letdown. I expected more from Galaxy Trail, but this was TERRIBLE! I don't understand why people support this load of
hot garbage! Grapple Force Rena is not a good game.
And here are my reasons why below.

-Well anyways, first of all, there is a LOT of really cringe-worthy Sonic Colors level dialogue, and really not-so-good inside
jokes, such as the One-Of-A-Kind Eggplant Statue that turns out to not really be one-of-a-kind, Rena thinking this Pirate
Penguin named Percyl would say "Shiver Me Timbers" when he does not. Honestly I could not stand this dialogue.

-There are many parts with practically unfair difficulty that does not feel like a very good game, and please don't just say "Git
Gud."

-The game is not very action packed. The combat is very boring and not really exhilarating at all. Even the game it takes from,
Mischief Makers, had better battles involving grappling and throwing.

-A TON OF PARTS make no sense at all, and I'm not talking about realism or anything, I'm talking about basic rules of a series
and internal consistency. In so many ways that makes it one of the worst games I've ever had the misfortune to play. And here's
some of the many ways how.

-Like at one part, Lueh reveals that he created the Bound Artifacts, but it's never mentioned why, even though he is a bad guy. I
mean exactly what would he have to gain for creating these strange powerful objects and just leaving them out for just anyone
to pick up and claim for themselves? Especially since he's apparently been doing it for a long while since Rena had her's since
she was a child. What was Lueh's intentions for doing this at all? This is kind of a big problem.

-Also a huge part in the game that is never explained. One of the worst parts.
Just when we are about to fight the Fairy Prince Arc, he is knocked aside by Lueh without a problem. And then when we would
either get to fight Lueh, or at least see what he's trying to accomplish, what I can only describe as a Diabolos Ex Machina
occurs.
Literally out of the blue, the red and black Missingno-like Glitch stuff appears out of nowhere, even surprising Lueh as for it is
not his doing at all, and then Lueh is then consumed by it. Then the stage has you having to escape the forest before the Glitch
stuff obliterates it completely.

This is one of the biggest asspulls in the game. There is literally no explanation of what the Glitch Stuff was, what caused it,
why, or anything, even though it happens twice in the game. It just..... happened. No reason or explanation or anything. Even at
the climax of the game where the Glitch Stuff happens again we are given no explanation or anything. The Glitch Stuff is one of
the biggest reasons why this game sucks so bad, it was a huge Asspull!
As quoted by TheMysteriousMrEnter once, "YOU CAN'T JUST HAVE THIS STUFF JUST HAPPEN OUT OF THE BLUE
BECAUSE.... PLOT. "

And on top of that, it both kept us from seeing what Lueh's whole evil plot was (which is kinda important that the viewers
know), and ruined not one, but two really awesome Boss Battles from occurring. Seriously, it's almost like Mettaton Neo or
something, We totally should've had a big awesome Boss Battle against Fairy Prince Arc and\/or Lueh! But no, we don't get that
and it pisses me off!

-Another part, we find out the Hollow Creatures were created by this researcher guy named Artificer Joules who has a Bound
Artifact called The Forge which creates them. He is also working for the Archmage. But the problem with that big reveal it just
raises even further questions.
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By that I mean if Joules created the Hollow Creatures, then how come they were also working for Hurgh, as well as Cesar
(another bad guy you encounter in the game)? The Archmage is understandable since Joules works for her, but Hurgh and Cesar
not only have no relation to Joules, but Joules clearly hates them both and even took them both captive to study their own Bound
Artifacts they own? And nobody else could've used the Forge to create more Hollow Creatures since as established in the game,
the Bound Artifacts only work for whichever person first triggered them (which in the Forge's case, is Joules). It makes no sense
for them to also take orders from Hurgh and Cesar then.

On top of that, does that mean Joules actually ordered the Hollow Creatures to attack the Glass Caves and the forest in the
earlier stages, or what? And if so, for what reason?

-The final stages also have so much stuff that makes no sense too.
Like in the final stages, the Fairies are shown now siding with this Human Kingdom and helping the Archmage. But this makes
no sense because previously in the Forest Stages, it was established that the Fairies hate humans. Also Prince Arc at this part
assists you to get his revenge on the Archmage, but this makes it even worse since why would the Fairies attack their own Prince
like that?!

And these characters like the Percyl and the Black Knight suddenly appear in them too, but in a place they have no reason to be
in at all.

I swear the plot holes in Grapple Force Rena turn into Plot Canyons. It's such a terrible game for these reasons. Yet people still
like this garbage? WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU ALL, ARE YOU THAT BLIND?!

In a way, Grapple Force Rena seems to show the folly of a lot of indie devs. As long as they emulate what old-school stuff they
like gameplay wise, nothing else matters to these people. These Indie Devs can produce a totally lame games and will know it
sells because it's Indie and nostalgic, and if you say otherwise, "GIT GUD."

Ugh, well that's enough. Hopefully Galaxy Trail won't disappoint when they release Freedom Planet 2. I bet that one will be
worth my time and money. But not Grapple Force Rena.. I like this game! it has a lot of fun!
it's like the game Broforce, but in top down view!
I want to see more weapons and levels!
. Please notice that I'm a very open-minded gamer, and I support indie developers a LOT, but this one is so bad!

This game is NOT a joke, this is just horrible, it is a (bad) Unity experiment. I can't find any potential here!!! How does steam
accept this games? Yes, I know, it got greenlight, but that was because they promised a key for everyone who voted "yes".
Greenlight system needs a rework, valve should still decide if a game is worth to be on steam or not, greenlight/users should only
help, not make decisions.

PROS
I can't find one, seriously, everything is bad, everything!

CONS
- lots bugs
- awful gameplay
- bad everything

Please remove it, and refund everyone who bought it.
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